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Discovery : the evolution game

Basic Rules

• Place: means to take a card from your hand, 
the pool or another player’s discard, and 
put it in the discovery tree. You can place 
a card only if all its prerequisites have 
already been placed (they are then said to 
be ‘present’) or if it has no prerequisite.

• Discovery tree: this is the play area – it is 
built by the players during the game as they 
each place cards on the table. The discovery 
tree is organized by era, with one row per 
era, starting at the base with era 1, then era 
2... (see Illustration).

Presentation
Discovery is a card game in which you will retrace the major steps in the 
evolution of humanity.
Each discovery card represents an innovation or major breakthrough in 
our history. Each one builds on previous discoveries, called prerequisites, 
and paves the way for new discoveries.
During a game, you will build together the discovery tree by each placing 
cards in turns (see Illustration). Each player starts with 5 cards. The game 
ends as soon as the stack is empty and a player empties his hand.
You can place a card if all its prerequisites have already been placed, or 
if it has no prerequisite (the starting cards). Once placed, a card benefits 
all players who can then use it as a prerequisite to place their own cards.
Discovery is a semi-collaborative game which, like the evolutionary 
process, combines both collaboration and competition.

• Era: discovery cards are grouped by era, 
ranging from 1 to 6, with 9 cards per era. Each 
era has its own distinct colour. 

• Discovery: each discovery card represents an 
innovation or breakthrough in our history. Its 
name is shown at the top of the card.

• Prerequisites: these are the preliminary 
discoveries needed to place a card.

• Family: there are 7 families: 

On the table shown here you see the discovery tree in the centre, the hands of the 4 players around it, the stack to the left and the pool to the right. Six era 1 
cards have already been placed in the discovery tree and three era 2 cards (next row). One player already discarded a card, another player discarded 2 cards.

Food

Techniques Culture

Tools

Science

Society

Mouvement

How to read these rules?
• Discovery allows you, with a same deck of cards, to play several different 

types of games (from beginner level to expert).
• This document presents the rules for 3 simple games:

 - games without points : Discovery Intro and Discovery Memory,
 - game with points : Discovery Explore.

• You will also find some options (variants that you can add ‘à la carte’).
• All words in bold are defined terms. You will find their definition, or 

additional clarifications, where they are written in red.
• To try out other games and options, download the Advanced Rules on 

our website : www.discovery-game.com/rules

The discovery cards How to place a card?

Illustration 

Example: Hunting shown here is an era 1 card (yellow). 
It has 2 prerequisites: Band and Scavenging, both from 
era 1 (yellow). It is the 8th card of its era and is in of the 
Food family.

The chronological order of a card within its era 
(from 1 to 9). It is not used in most games. 
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Check out other exciting games and options on our website:
www.discovery-game.com

1.0 Preparation for all games
This section applies to all Discovery games.

• Deck: first of all, remove for Jokers (see 2.5 Options) and the points 
cards (1, 5 and 20 points, see 3.1 Discovery Explore). Then prepare the 
deck by grouping the discovery cards by era. Shuffle them within each 
era, then arrange the eras in order: first all the era 1 cards (at the top of 
the deck when the cards are facing down), then the era 2 cards... until the 
era 6 cards at the bottom of the deck. 

• Pool: you set it up at the start by handing it out 5 cards, together with 
the other players, but the cards are lined up, faces up (see Illustration 
p1). If you place a card from the pool, you immediately replace it 
with a card from the stack (unless the stack is empty) so that there are 
always 5 cards in the pool.

• Discard: each player has his own discard, in which the discarded 
cards are lined up, faces up and towards the centre of the table (see 
Illustration p1). You can place a card from another player’s discard, 
but never from your own.

• Series: each time you place a card, including a card you called, you 
can place another card in series if it has a link with the last card 
placed – provided, of course, that all its prerequisites are present.

• Links: there are 2 types of links:
 - family link: both cards are from the same family,
 - prerequisite link: one card is the prerequisite of the other. 

Example: if you place Homo erectus, you can then place Fire in series, because 
it uses Homo erectus as a prerequisite, or place Nomadism in series (if Band has 
already been placed) because both are from the Movement family.

• Trump: you win a trump when you open or close an era, and when 
you empty your hand. You can use it at any time, but only during the 
same turn in which you won it, to:
 - Replay: place a new card during your turn,
 - Exchange: steal a card from a player and give another one from 
your hand in return,
 - Discard: discard a card from your hand (except your last card), or
 - Call: you can call a card, by its name, if the next era is already 
open. The player who has it in hand must give it to you. If all its 
prerequisites are present, you must place it. Otherwise, your 
call fails, you discard it and you immediately finish your turn by 
drawing.

• Open: place the first card of an era (except for era 1).
• Close: place the last card of an era (there are 9 cards per era).
• Draw: take the top card from the stack and put it in your hand. If the 

stack is empty, you must steal a card (from the player of your choice) 
every time you are supposed to draw. 

• Steal: take a card blindly from another player’s hand and put it in 
your hand.

1.3 Clarifications for all games

• Trump: if you empty your hand by opening or closing an era you win 
2 trumps. Whenever you win a trump, you can first continue to play in 
series, and use your trump later during this turn. You can never win a 
trump during someone else’s turn.

• Empty your hand: if another player empties his hand during your turn 
(e.g. you call or steal his last card) and the stack was not empty, then all 
players (starting with him) draw a card and you can then you continue 
your turn. If the stack was empty the game stops immediately. In games 
without points, that player then wins the game.

• Fail: your call also fails if the next era was not opened, if the card was 
already present, or was in a discard, the pool or your own hand.

• The goal of the game is to be the first to empty your hand once the 
stack is empty.

• During your turn, you can normally place a single card.
Reminder : to “place” always means “place a card from your 
hand, from the pool or from another player’s discard”.

• You can then place other cards, but only if you play in series or if 
you use a trump.

• If you empty your hand before the stack is empty, all players in turn, 
starting with you, immediately draw one card. You can then continue 
your turn.

• If you do not place any card during your turn, even if you could place 
one, you must draw a card. 

• Once the stack is empty, the first player to empty his hand wins.

Top of the deck

Bottom of the deck

• Distribution: hand out one card to the pool (face up) then one to each 
player (face down), and repeat until all have 5 cards. Since the eras are 
ordered in the deck, you start by dealing first all the era 1 cards, then all 
the era 2 cards... What’s then left of the deck after distribution makes up 
the stack (lay it on the table, face down). 

• Start: the player to the left of the one who dealt the cards plays first. The 
game then proceeds clockwise.

• Pass: at the beginning of the game, as long as no cards have yet been 
placed, you can pass your turn (without placing or drawing).

The ideal number of players is 3 to 6. If you play a solitary or a 
2-player game, add 1 or 2 bots (see 2.5 Options). If you are more 
than 6 players, try Discovery Memory or refer to the Advanced Rules.

p2

Game N° 1 - Discovery Intro
Start easily with a quick and simple game

Game without points, beginner level

1.2 Definitions  for all games 

1.1 Discovery Intro basic rules, game without points

https://www.discovery-game.com
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N° 2 - Discovery Memory
A very intense game of attention, memory and bluff!

Game without points, intermediate level

• Stop: at any point in the game, if you think another player’s action is 
not valid, you can say ‘Stop!’ to challenge it. 

• Action: any game action such as placing, calling, announcing...
• Announce: say, during your turn, that an era is opened or closed. 
• Verify: search in the pile, the discards or the pool, as appropriate, 

for the cards required to determine if your action was valid or not. 
When you verify, you are the only one to see all the cards in the pile. 
You only show to the others the cards that they need to see.

• Fault: you are at fault if you are stopped and your action was not 
valid, or if you stopped an action that was valid.

• Ask: ask a player for a card. He must give you one (of his choice) from 
his hand, and you then put it in your hand.

• Discovery Memory is played like Discovery Intro, but the cards are 
placed in a single pile (see 2.4 Illustration). You will have to remember 
all the cards that have been placed... or hope that others don’t!

• When you perform an action in the game, whatever it is, if no one 
says “Stop!” the game proceeds as in Discovery Intro.

• If someone stops your action, one of these 3 cases can occur:
 - Case 1: you verify, find and show all the required cards → the 
player who stopped you is at fault: he draws a card.
 - Case 2: you don’t verify → you are deemed to be at fault: you 
steal a card from the player who stopped you.
 - Case 3: you verify but don’t find the required cards → you are at 
fault: you ask a card from the player who stopped you.

In addition, if you are at fault (cases 2 and 3):
 - if you had placed a card, you discard it (you remove it from the pile) 
and draw another,
 - if it was your turn, you end it immediately.

For the rest, the rules are identical to those of Discovery Intro.

• Jokers: insert them blindly into the stack after distribution. There are 
3 ways to use a Joker. If you place it :
1. during your turn and outside the discovery tree: you win a trump 

(which you must use during this turn),
2. during another player’s turn, outside the discovery tree and say 

‘Interruption!’: you can immediately play an extra turn. Once you end 
that turn, the player interrupted resumes his turn (and can play in 
series based on the last card placed during the interruption). 

3. during your turn and inside the discovery tree: it then represents 
a card of your choice (of an area already opened, and which 
is not already present). You can then play in series, but with the 
prerequisite link only. If a player later places the card which the 
Joker was representing, he recovers it and puts it in his hand.

• Teams: when you play in teams, you can start your turn by asking a 
card to a team mate. The game ends as soon a player empties his hand 
when the stack is empty and all his team mates have empty hands 
(this player can finish his turn). In games without points, this player’s 
team then wins. In games with points, the team with most points wins.

• Bot: he is a virtual player who has his own place around the table, 
his hand, his discard... At the beginning of the game, he receives 5 
cards like the other players, but his cards are always aligned on the 
table, faces down, in the order they were distributed or drawn (see 3.4 

Illustration). The bot plays as follows:
 - during his turn, and again each time he replays, he flips over the first 
card of his hand (the one distributed/drawn first):

 - if all the prerequisites are present (or if it does not have any), he 
places this card and replays by flipping over the next card,
 - if a prerequisite is missing, he rotates this card to integrate it in his 
discard (see 3.4 Illustration) and ends his turn by drawing.

 - if he wins a trump, he replays by flipping the next 2 cards in his 
hand and can continue playing (or wins the game if the stack is empty) 
if he can place at least one (any card not placed integrates his discard).
 - if no one answers a call, a player looks at the bot’s hand and, if he 
finds the card, answers the call for him,
 - if you steal a card from him, you always take his last card,
 - a bot cannot play in series, nor call, steal or exchange a card.

Discovery Memory: the bot always places the card it flips, ignoring the 
prerequisites – it’s up to the other players to be vigilant! If the bot is 
stopped, a player verifies for him. If the bot is at fault, he discards 
that card and - except in solitary mode - the one who stopped him 
gives him one (which the bot places at the end of his hand). If the 
prerequisites were present, the one who stopped it is at fault and 
must draw a card.

2.3 Clarifications for all games

• Pile: the discovery tree consists here of a single pile where the cards 
are placed on top of each other, faces up (see 2.4 Illustration).

• Announce: if you fail to announce during your turn that an era was 
opened/closed, the first player who announces it during his turn wins the 
related trump (unless he is stopped and found to be at fault).

• Stop: the Stop mechanism described for Discovery Memory can also be 
used, as an option, in all other games, but only cases 1 and 3 apply then. 
For games with points → see 3.3 Options.

• Valid: here are some examples of actions which are not valid:
 - place a card whose prerequisites have not all already been placed, 
 - call a card that is in the discovery tree, your hand, a discard or the 
pool, or whose next era has not yet been opened, 
 - annouce that an era is open or closed, when it is not. 

2.2 Definitions  for all games

2.1 Discovery Memory basic rules, game without points

2.5 Options  for all games
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Game N° 3 - Discovery Explore
Try out different tactics to maximize your points.

Game with points, intermediate level

• Series+: if you place several cards in series, each card earns you 
1 more point than the previous one (excluding bonuses): 1, 2, 3, 4 
points... (you thus earn 10 points if you place 4 cards in series).

• Stop: for all games with points, the penalty if you are at fault, instead 
of drawing a card (case 1) or asking a card (case 3), is always to 
discard a card (if applicable, the card was placed at fault) and then 
draw. If it was your turn, you then end it immediately. Examples:
 - I place a card which is missing a prerequisite and I am stopped: I am 
at fault, I discard this card and I end my turn by drawing.
 - I call a card which is already present, or is in the pool, a discard or my 
own hand: I am at fault, I discard a card and end my turn by drawing.
 - I wrongfully stop another player: I am at fault, I discard a card and draw 
another to replace it. The player that I stopped continues his turn.

In this example you see the discovery tree in the centre, the stack and the bank to the left, the pool to the right. The 4 players around the table all 
have 5 cards in hand (including the bot, whose cards are all aligned). Each player has his points, and 2 have already discarded some cards.

3.2 Clarifications for games with points

• Draw: in all games with points, every time you draw, you always draw 
as many cards as you need (within the limits of the stack) to rebuild a 
5-card hand. If someone calls, steals or asks a card from you, you 
immediately draw another card to replace it (unless the stack is empty).

3.4 Illustration

3.1 Discovery Explore basic rules, game with points

3.3 Options for games with points
• At the start (see 1.0 Preparation), set up the bank with the 1, 5 and 20 

points cards (see 3.4 Illustration).
• The goal is to have the most points at the end of the game.
• During your turn, you can normally place a single card.
• You can then place other cards, but only if you play in series or if you 

use a trump.
• If you empty your hand before the stack is empty, you draw (see. 3.2 

Clarifications) and can then continue your turn.
• You win 1 base point each time you place a card, and 3 bonus points 

each time you win a trump. 
• If you do not place any card during your turn, even if you could place 

one, you must discard a card. 
• In all cases, you always end your turn by drawing (unless the stack 

is empty).
• The game end as soon as the stack is empty and a player empties his 

hand (if it was his turn, he can finish it). Each player then loses 1 point 
for each card left in his hand or his discard.

• The winner is the player who ends up with the most points.


